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The Appearance of Annie van SinderenThe Appearance of Annie van Sinderen

 A haunting, contemporary love story from the New A haunting, contemporary love story from the New
York Times bestselling author of ConversionIt’sYork Times bestselling author of ConversionIt’s
July in New York City, and aspiring filmmaker WesJuly in New York City, and aspiring filmmaker Wes
Auckerman has just arrived to start his summer termAuckerman has just arrived to start his summer term
at NYU. While shooting a séance at a psychic’s inat NYU. While shooting a séance at a psychic’s in
the East Village, he meets a mysterious,the East Village, he meets a mysterious,
intoxicatingly beautiful girl named Annie.As theyintoxicatingly beautiful girl named Annie.As they
start spending time together, Wes finds himselfstart spending time together, Wes finds himself
falling for her, drawn to her rose-petal lips and herfalling for her, drawn to her rose-petal lips and her
entrancing glow. There’s just something about herentrancing glow. There’s just something about her
that he can’t put his finger on, something farawaythat he can’t put his finger on, something faraway
and otherworldly that compels him to fall evenand otherworldly that compels him to fall even
deeper. Annie’s from the city, and yet she seems judeeper. Annie’s from the city, and yet she seems ju
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Visual Piety: A History and Theory of PopularVisual Piety: A History and Theory of Popular
Religious ImagesReligious Images

 This fascinating study of devotional images traces This fascinating study of devotional images traces
their historical links to important strains of Americantheir historical links to important strains of American
culture. David Morgan demonstrates how popularculture. David Morgan demonstrates how popular
visual images&#151;from Warner Sallman's "Headvisual images&#151;from Warner Sallman's "Head
of Christ" to velvet renditions of DaVinci's "Lastof Christ" to velvet renditions of DaVinci's "Last
Supper" to illustrations on prayer cards&#151;hSupper" to illustrations on prayer cards&#151;h

1001 Home Remedies & Natural Cures: From1001 Home Remedies & Natural Cures: From
Your Kitchen and GardenYour Kitchen and Garden

 Treat more than 100 common ailments safely, Treat more than 100 common ailments safely,
effectively, and inexpensively, with these doctor-effectively, and inexpensively, with these doctor-
approved home remedies. Common medicalapproved home remedies. Common medical
complaints are addressed with drug-free naturalcomplaints are addressed with drug-free natural
cures for everything from headaches, depression,cures for everything from headaches, depression,
and emphysema to heartburn, coughs, fever, andand emphysema to heartburn, coughs, fever, and
toothaches-even snorintoothaches-even snorin

29CFR 1910 The OSHA General Industry29CFR 1910 The OSHA General Industry
StandardsStandards

 For the first time in the safety industry: An OSHA For the first time in the safety industry: An OSHA
CFR that is easy to read. The two color printing ofCFR that is easy to read. The two color printing of
the headings and subheadings, in addition to thethe headings and subheadings, in addition to the
enhanced formatting, make this the quickest andenhanced formatting, make this the quickest and
easiest CFR available! Clear, reformatted tableseasiest CFR available! Clear, reformatted tables
and graphs make them ideal to use for overheand graphs make them ideal to use for overhe
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
Far too wordy, the prose tends to ramble, and I feel like it takes forever to really get to the story.Far too wordy, the prose tends to ramble, and I feel like it takes forever to really get to the story.

 Review 2: Review 2:
The Appearance of Annie van Sinderen was unlike most books I have read lately. It is toldThe Appearance of Annie van Sinderen was unlike most books I have read lately. It is told
through two point-of-views, Wes and Annie; it is not exactly alternating but instead the story isthrough two point-of-views, Wes and Annie; it is not exactly alternating but instead the story is
split into parts based on the POVs. The reader is introduced to Annie early on when Wes seessplit into parts based on the POVs. The reader is introduced to Annie early on when Wes sees
her for the first time at a psychic visit.her for the first time at a psychic visit.

The pacing slows at times but the eerie storyline still kept my attention. The Appearance of AnnieThe pacing slows at times but the eerie storyline still kept my attention. The Appearance of Annie
van Sinderen is a slow moving, slow building haunting story. Katherine Howe weaved a uniquevan Sinderen is a slow moving, slow building haunting story. Katherine Howe weaved a unique
character driven ghost story all without explicitly coming out and saying it.character driven ghost story all without explicitly coming out and saying it.

Parts of the romance are not my favorite, it took some interesting turns which in the end comesParts of the romance are not my favorite, it took some interesting turns which in the end comes
together but at times I felt like Wes was all over the place with his feelings. Aside from thetogether but at times I felt like Wes was all over the place with his feelings. Aside from the
romance, I really enjoyed the development and personal growth seen in Wes, as well as theromance, I really enjoyed the development and personal growth seen in Wes, as well as the
underlying mystery throughout. The Appearance of Annie van Sinderen reminded me of aunderlying mystery throughout. The Appearance of Annie van Sinderen reminded me of a
favorite of mine, Anna Dressed in Blood just without the horror/creepier supernatural aspects. Ifavorite of mine, Anna Dressed in Blood just without the horror/creepier supernatural aspects. I
enjoyed this subtle but mysterious ghost story!enjoyed this subtle but mysterious ghost story!

 Review 3: Review 3:
Entertaining, suspenseful, funny, well-written! Enjoyed it immensely!Entertaining, suspenseful, funny, well-written! Enjoyed it immensely!

 Review 4: Review 4:
This book was a bit confusing for about the first 100 pages. Howe is a wonderful writer and I wasThis book was a bit confusing for about the first 100 pages. Howe is a wonderful writer and I was
quite intrigued by the background history of the story. It's really an amazing part of Americanquite intrigued by the background history of the story. It's really an amazing part of American
history that I was not familiar with. There is a bit of back and forth between the what the readerhistory that I was not familiar with. There is a bit of back and forth between the what the reader
might consider the past and the actual present. Until both times more or less unite, it can bemight consider the past and the actual present. Until both times more or less unite, it can be
somewhat annoying to try to follow. The ending is also not only confusing but also feelssomewhat annoying to try to follow. The ending is also not only confusing but also feels
incomplete.incomplete.

 Review 5: Review 5:
2/52/5
I really wanted to like this book, I like some aspects of it: the idea that this is a ghost storyI really wanted to like this book, I like some aspects of it: the idea that this is a ghost story
without using the word: ghost, the multiple timeline, and the portal of New York City. I was reallywithout using the word: ghost, the multiple timeline, and the portal of New York City. I was really
expecting something creepy to get me geared up for fall, but I was kind of bored. This isexpecting something creepy to get me geared up for fall, but I was kind of bored. This is
definitely a historical fiction novel with a few comedic elements and it is very much geareddefinitely a historical fiction novel with a few comedic elements and it is very much geared
towards teenage readers. I am a teenage reader, but still... I hate historical fiction and I thoughttowards teenage readers. I am a teenage reader, but still... I hate historical fiction and I thought
this could have turned up the horror and less the teen side. I really don't care about thethis could have turned up the horror and less the teen side. I really don't care about the
characters personal lives and some switching was very strange and odd. One scene is verycharacters personal lives and some switching was very strange and odd. One scene is very
compelling with a seance, but there are just so may other distractions that it takes away from thecompelling with a seance, but there are just so may other distractions that it takes away from the
creepiness. I really like the creep factor in novels and this novel didn't seem to satisfy me thecreepiness. I really like the creep factor in novels and this novel didn't seem to satisfy me the
way I wanted it to, I actually just wanted to know the ending so that I could move on.way I wanted it to, I actually just wanted to know the ending so that I could move on.
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